Over the weekend

26-Nov-2011

Thulir kids visited Bangalore last weekend. A few volunteer from my company (Aura) engaged with the 6 kids in a workshop on hands on electronics.

The kids came in by 10:00 a.m. and we have some ice breakers with board games for an hour. We were gracious enough hosts to let them win (though it didn’t seem that we had to try too hard to be gracious 😊) then we dug into various kits - car horns, electronic harmonium, kitchen timers, light detecting relays, listening bugs and an attempted FM transmitter!

It was fun and the kids got exposure to a variety of components (and their testing) that they had not encountered before (and perhaps we did too 😊).
We took a break for lunch and continued after lunch till 5:00 p.m. Many things worked and of course a few things didn’t. But, it was fun trying to get everything to work.

The team from aura were Sandeep, Sankar, Sanjeev, Vaibhav and Chembiyan.

The kids from Thulir who attended the workshop were Parameswaran, Jagannathan, Dhanabhal, Theerthagiri, Ajit and Saktivel.